RED6 Tactical Treatment of Gunshot Wounds

Our course is based upon Tactical Medicine principles, but while TacMed is designed for military/police tactical entry team members with specialized medical training, our course is for non-medical personnel who may become involved as primary responders to treat and stabilize victims of gunshot wounds. Originally designed primarily for firearm instructors, home owners/defenders and street police officers, we have also given this course to Federal and Local Law Enforcement Emergency Response Teams and as a Train-the-Trainer program for elements of the United States Marine Corps.

This is a shooting course combined with what you need to do immediately afterward to increase the survivability of gunshot wound victims, including yourself. Important topics include the Effects of Bullets on Human Tissue, Where to Shoot and How to Place Bullets with Surgical Precision. Following Threat Elimination, we teach How to Identify the three, major, life-threatening Injuries and How to Control Hemorrhage which is the major cause of preventable death from gunshot wounds. Accessing Emergency Medical Services and Maintaining an Emergency GSW Response Kit is also covered.

We think Tactical Treatment of Gunshot Wounds is an important skill that should be part of every shooter's armament.

Course curriculum is developed by Doc Gunn aka Anthony M. Barrera, M.D.

Instructor for this class is John S Farnam.

Ammunition Requirements:
- 100 rounds of ammunition

Gear List:
- Duty Gear Including
- Handgun Holster
- Two Magazines
- Magazine Holders
- Belt
- Eye Protection
- Ear Protection
- Water Bottle
- Rain Gear
- Weapons Cleaning Kit

Course Cost:
- $275.00

Prerequisite: Basic Handgun course